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Fast radio bursts can be caused by some phenomena related to ’new physics’. One of the most prominent
candidates of the kind are axion Bose stars which can undergo conversion into photons in magnetospheres of
neutron stars. In this short research note this scenario is investigated and important caveats are examined.
First, tidal disruption of Bose stars can considerably extend the time span of conversion process, making it
impossible to reach necessary O(ms) level. Second, existing observations at two widely separated frequencies
imply that axion-related scenarios can hardly explain entirety of FRBs.
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) is a new class of astrophys-
ical phenomena, their origin is one of the major mys-
teries of the high-energy astrophysics. The first FRB
(’Lorimer burst’, FRB010724) was found in archival
Parkes data [1]. Since then 16 more FRBs were dis-
covered, thus firmly establishing new class of transient
radio sources [2]. The most striking feature of these
sources are their large dispersion measures which solidly
indicate their extragalactic origin and that implies that
the energetics of these events is huge indeed – it can be
more than 1041 ergs and this amount is radiated during
time span of several ms. Short duration suggests that
the catastrophic processes are taking place in a rather
limited volume and inevitably the vast majority of sce-
narios include neutron stars (NSs) with their O(106 cm)
size. A large number of models are striving to explain
FRBs. Most popular astrophysical models are i) flares
from NS with very strong magnetic fields– magnetars
[3, 4]; ii) supergiant pulses from energetic young pulsars,
which are akin to well-known Crab giant pulses but ex-
ceed them in energetics by several orders of magnitude
[5, 6, 7]; iii) FRBs from NS-NS mergers, when during
the coalescence process a collapsar with magnetar-like
field (> 1015 G) and very fast rotation (Ω ∼ 104 Hz) can
briefly form [8, 9]. This list is by no means complete,
and also there are many models invoking new physics
as an explanation. One of the most popular model of
the latter kind is using axion-NS interactions.
The axion is a hypothetical particle which was in-
troduced in order to explain strong CP problem [10]
and now it is one of the best motivated Dark Matter
(DM) candidate. Axions are not completely ’dark’ – in
strong magnetic fields they can be converted into pho-
tons of the same energy via so-called Primakoff effect.
E.g., if axions constituted considerable fraction of the
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DM, than this conversion could effectively take place
in magnetospheres of the neutron stars and resulting
photons could be detected [11]. This effect was also
suggested as a possible explanation for FRBs: axions
can undergo Bose condensation and form small dense
Bose stars with characteristic mass Mbs ∼ 10
−12 M⊙
and radius Rbs ∼ 300
(
10 µeV
ma
)2
km [12, 13], where ma
is the axion mass. As the number of such Bose stars is
very high in a Milky Way-sized galaxy, N ∼ 1024, some-
times they can occasionally pass very close to neutron
stars with their superstrong magnetic fields and that
can lead to a partial conversion into the photons. With
the total energy budget up to E = Mbsc
2 ∼ 1042 ergs
it will be detected from even cosmological distances as
a FRB [13, 14, 15, 16]. This scenario is very attrac-
tive, it simultaneously points out right DM candidate
(axion), gives its properties (ma ∼ 5 µeV) and explains
mysterious FRBs, thus it merits careful investigation.
There are two main features of the FRBs which any
successful scenario must reproduce: their huge energet-
ics, if we are dealing with true extragalactic phenomena
and their exceedingly short intrinsic duration, O(ms).
The first condition can be easily met – closer to NS
surface the conversion efficiency can be of order unity,
which will result in a very bright radio burst. It is much
more difficult to satisfy the second condition. The rea-
son is very simple – axion cluster is an extremely fragile
object that is barely bound. In presence of strong tidal
field of the neutron star it will be destroyed at the radius
of tidal destruction rtd:
rtd = Rbs
(
Mbs
MNS
)1/3
= 3× 1011 cm. (1)
At this radius the cluster will be falling at vtd =√
v2∞ +
2GMNS
rtd
= 4.6 × 107 cm s−1, where v∞ = 3 ×
1
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107 cm s−1 is the asymptotical velocity of the cluster
at infinity and MNS = 1.4 M⊙. The total duration of
the transient event will be defined by a simple time of
crossing ttd = 2Rbs/vtd = 1.3 s which is much larger
than the typical duration of FRBs O(ms). The latter
short duration could only be reached if the cluster ar-
rived at the NS surface without any disruption, retain-
ing its initial radius. In [15] an attempt was made to
modify this scenario: now the FRB was generated dur-
ing first milliseconds of axion debris – NS atmosphere
interaction and after that the whole atmosphere evapo-
rated, effectively precluding any further conversion. In
this mechanism the FRB is caused by a coherent dipole
radiation from the electrons in the NS atmosphere. Un-
fortunately, their total number in this scenario is only
∼ 1032[15], thus the whole atmosphere will explode af-
ter absorption and radiation of rather modest amount
of energy less than 1030 ergs, which is absolutely insuf-
ficient to explain FRB. Thus, axion Bose stars colliding
with NSs can not produce observed FRBs. However,
if axions could actually form denser configurations due
to balance between mean-field pressure of axion con-
densate and gravitational forces [17] and density could
reach nuclear levels, than these objects would be com-
pletely immune to even NS tidal fields and would arrive
to the NS surface intact, perfectly capable to engender
a FRB.
It is not very easy for axion-related scenarios to repro-
duce spectral properties of the FRBs as well: these sce-
narios predict almost monochromatic signal which fre-
quency is defined by the axion mass. It can be slightly
widened because of Doppler and relativistic corrections
but the relative width can not be much larger than 10 %.
Most of the detections were made at the 1.4 GHz fre-
quency, thus this prediction was not at severe tension
with the observational data. However, in the end of
2015 it was announced that FRB110523 was detected
by the Green Bank radiotelescope in 0.7-0.9 GHz band
[18]. Thus, axion-NS interactions could not explain all
the FRBs. Of course, it is not an eliminating objection
by any means, because like, e.g. gamma-ray bursts,
FRBs can comprise heterogeneous types of sources.
These constraints does not take place in case of FRBs
that can be produced during axion cluster collapse [19]
– in this case strong outflows of relativistic particles are
formed where abundant radio emission can have place.
However, the latter model is still in its phenomenologi-
cal infancy and should be developed further in order to
be confronted against observations.
Still, axions can be main constituent of the DM and
then they will inevitably form axion clusters. Thus,
search for distinctive astrophysical phenomena that can
be possibly related with interactions of this clusters with
NS magnetic fields is very important for the whole as-
troparticle physics. In case of usual Bose stars there will
be a new class of transient with a time duration around
several seconds and a narrow spectrum that will be its
main distinctive feature. Ultra-dense axion clusters, if
existed, can generate ms scale transients with similar
spectrum. Future observations with wider spectral cov-
erage and larger field of view will allow to test these
scenarios and put strong constraints on axion content
of the DM.
In conclusion, Bose stars of axionic dark matter inter-
acting with neutron stars can not be sources of FRBs,
because of their fragility – they will be tidally destroyed
and the interaction will last for seconds rather than mil-
liseconds. However, axion-related phenomena, such as
interaction of ultra-dense clusters with NSs or collapse
of axion clusters can still be a viable candidates to ex-
plain at least some fraction of FRBs and in the very
near future observations will greatly help to investigate
these new scenarios and axion DM in general.
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